Role of the Zebra Finch Auditory Thalamus in Generating Complex Representations for Natural Sounds
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Amin N, Gill P, Theunissen FE. Role of the zebra finch auditory thalamus in generating complex representations for natural sounds. J Neurophysiol 104: 784–798, 2010. First published June 16, 2010; doi:10.1152/jn.00128.2010. We estimated the spectrotemporal receptive fields of neurons in the songbird auditory thalamus, nucleus ovoidalis, and compared the neural representation of complex sounds in the auditory thalamus to those found in the upstream auditory midbrain nucleus, mesencephalicus lateralis dorsalis (MLd), and the downstream auditory pallial region, field L. Our data refute the idea that the primary sensory thalamus acts as a simple, relay nucleus: we find that the auditory thalamic receptive fields obtained in response to song are more complex than the ones found in the midbrain. Moreover, we find that linear tuning diversity and complexity in ovoidalis (Ov) are closer to those found in field L than in MLd. We also find prevalent tuning to intermediate spectral and temporal modulations, a feature that is unique to Ov. Thus even a feed-forward model of the sensory processing chain, where neural responses in the sensory thalamus reveals intermediate response properties between those in the sensory periphery and those in the primary sensory cortex, is inadequate in describing the tuning found in Ov. Based on these results, we believe that the auditory thalamic circuitry plays an important role in generating novel complex representations for specific features found in natural sounds.

INTRODUCTION

One of the key functions of the auditory system is to recognize and categorize vocalizations in terms of their behavioral relevance. Much of our understanding on how this function is achieved relies on a feed forward hierarchical model in which auditory neurons are tuned to more complex features as the auditory signal traverses up the processing stream. This model is well supported by experimental evidence. At the auditory periphery, single neurons are tuned to simple spectral and temporal features (e.g., Feng et al. 1975; Kemp 1979), whereas, at the other extreme, network dynamics in auditory cortical regions reflect more complex cognitive processing such as categorical perception of sound classes (Ohl et al. 2001). At intermediate levels, selectivity for sound features found in vocalizations has been reported in neurons in the auditory midbrain and forebrain (or pallium) of both mammals (Liu and Schreiner 2007; Newman and Wörgöll 1978; Pollak et al. 2003; Rauschecker et al. 1995; Wang et al. 1995) and birds (Gentner and Margoliash 2003; Grace et al. 2003; Langner et al. 1981; Leppelsack and Vogt 1976; Plummer and Striedter 2000; Scheich et al. 1977). In many instances, the emergence of higher-level selectivity can be understood in terms of combinations of lower-level selectivity found in presynaptic areas (i.e., in bats: Fitzpatrick et al. 1993; Xie et al. 2005; and in songbirds: Lewicki and Arthur 1996; Margoliash and Fortune 1992). In this study, we were interested in determining the role of the auditory thalamus in extracting information-bearing features of vocalizations and probing whether the neural code in the auditory thalamus is intermediate to the one found in the midbrain and pallium as supported by the hierarchical model, or potentially, more similar to the midbrain, as predicted by the classic “relay nucleus” theory of primary thalamic processing (see Sherman and Guillery 2002).

We studied these questions in the songbird model system, which offers unique opportunities. Songbirds are known for using complex and plastic vocalizations that are critical for their survival and reproductive fitness. In addition, the neural responses for natural sounds and vocalizations have been well characterized in the songbird auditory midbrain and primary and secondary auditory cortex-like regions. Moreover, they appear to be optimized for processing natural sounds (Hsu et al. 2004b; Woolley et al. 2005). However, the auditory thalamus has been conspicuously missing in past neurophysiological studies in songbirds in part because it has been difficult to record single unit activity from this small oval-shaped nucleus deep in the brain (some early work can be found in Bigalke-Kunz et al. 1987; Durand et al. 1992; Ströhmann et al. 1994). On the other hand, anatomical studies have shown that ovoidalis (Ov) is a central nucleus in the complex recurrent auditory network of the avian telencephalon (see Fig. 1 for a schematic based on Kelley and Nottebohm 1979; Yates et al. 1996; Zeng et al. 2004), and gene expression studies have implicated Ov in the processing of learned communication sounds (Brauth et al. 2007). In this study, we recorded neural activity in response to a large set of complex songs for a representative ensemble of Ov neurons in zebra finches and used the data to estimate the first spectrotemporal receptive fields (STRFs) from this nucleus. We were then able to determine whether the songbird auditory thalamus plays a distinct role in processing behaviorally relevant features of bird song by comparing the different types of STRFs found in Ov [analogous to mammalian medial geniculate body (MGB)] to those reported previously in the zebra finch’s auditory midbrain, the mesencephalicus lateralis dorsalis [MLd: analogous to mammalian inferior colliculus (IC)], and the primary auditory pallium, field L (analogous to mammalian AI) (Nagel and Doupe 2008; Sen et al. 2001; Woolley et al. 2009).
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intramuscular injections of 25–30 l.

A small stainless square of the top layer of skull around the Ov reference (0.7 mm anesthetic of 2% lidocaine was administered on the scalp, a 1 mm volume of 20 ml with H2O). The bird was immobilized in a stereotax with the aid of a beak holder (10°) and ear bars. After a local very small hole in the lower layer of the skull and the dura were made, the steel post was lowered into the brain using a microdrive. The bird resistance was lowered into the brain using a microdrive. The bird and the stereotax were then placed in a calibrated, double-walled anechoic chamber where a speaker was used to present the stimuli. The volume of the speaker was set to deliver zebra finch songs at 75 dB SPL peak (B&K Sound Level Meter, RMS weighting type B, slow weighting). The speaker was placed 20 cm in front of the bird’s head. All animal procedures were approved by Animal Care and Use Committee at UC Berkeley.

Stimulus design and stimulus recordings

Conspecific song and white noise were used as search stimuli. To estimate the STRF, we used an ensemble of unfamiliar conspecific song (Con). This song stimulus ensemble consisted of 20 adult male zebra finch songs, each of which lasted ~2 s in duration and was recorded from a different bird in a sound-attenuated chamber. We have recently shown that 20 song exemplars allow for the diversity of spectral and temporal patterns occurring in zebra finch song such that the sampling error in both the power spectrum and the modulation spectrum is minimal (Singh and Theunissen 2003). All songs were filtered between 250 and 8,000 Hz and then normalized to have identical overall mean power during the nonsilent parts of the song.

Presentation of the different songs was randomized within a trial. Two seconds of background spontaneous activity was recorded prior to the presentation of each stimulus. A random interstimulus interval with a uniform distribution between 4 and 6 s was used.

Electrophysiology and experimental protocol

Neural recordings were conducted in a sound-attenuated chamber. Single, dual (defined as 2 units), and multiunit (defined as a small cluster of 3–5 neurons based on spike shapes) spike arrival times were obtained by thresholding the extracellular voltage trace with a window discriminator. Neural recordings were assessed to correspond to single units (vs. multiunits) by the following: possessing a high signal-to-noise ratio in the recordings (amplitude signal-to-noise ratio >5), monitoring the shape of the triggered action potentials on a digital oscilloscope with trace storage, and calculating the spike autocorrelation function post hoc. All spike autocorrelation functions from the visually determined single units showed the signature depression ~0 ms from postspiking inhibition: examination of the distribution of interspike intervals (ISI) showed that the average probability of

METHODS

Animal procedures

Eleven adult (>100 days old) male zebra finches (Taenopygia guttata) were used in all of our extracellular electrophysiological recording experiments. All subjects were raised by their parents in our zebra finch colony. Food and water were available to the birds at all times. Two days before the recording, we fixed a post to the bird. The subject was anesthetized with 0.03–0.05 ml Equithesin intramuscularly (0.85 g of chloral hydrate, 0.21 g of pentobarbital, 0.42 g of MgSO4, 8.6 ml of propylene glycol, 2.2 ml of 100% ethanol, to a total volume of 20 ml with H2O). The bird was immobilized in a stereotax with the aid of a beak holder (10°) and ear bars. After a local anesthetic of 2% lidocaine was administered on the scalp, a 1 mm square of the top layer of skull around the Ov reference (0.7 mm lateral from the midsagittal Y-sinus) was removed. A small stainless steel post was then fixed to the skull with dental cement.

On the day of the recording, the bird was anesthetized with three intramuscular injections of 25–30 µl each of 20% urethan administered at half hour intervals. We chose to perform our recordings under urethan anesthesia because we wanted to compare responses in the thalamus to our recordings obtained under similar anesthetic conditions in both the auditory midbrain and pallium (see Woolley et al. 2009). However, we recognize the possibility that response properties do change due to the anesthesia. In a study by Cipsius and Leppelsack (1996) of field L responses of starlings both under anesthesia and in the awake bird, urethan reduces the spontaneous discharge rate significantly, decreases inhibition in all auditory subunits, and does not affect excitation much. More importantly, for field L subregions thought to receive direct inputs from the auditory thalamus, the “on” and sustained excitation changed only weakly. Based on this information, we hypothesize that the thalamic Ov responses might also be affected only weakly by urethan anesthesia, although this conjecture has to be tested. It is also probable that the anesthesia might get rid of some of the feedback connections thereby changing the receptive fields to a certain degree, and these differences would also have to be tested by recording in the awake bird and comparing them to the results obtained here.

To set up for the recording session, the bird’s head was immobilized by attaching the steel post to a holder on the stereotax frame. A very small hole in the lower layer of the skull and the dura were made over the Ov reference. Extracellular tungsten electrodes (1–4 MΩ resistance) were lowered into the brain using a microdrive. The bird and the stereotax were then placed in a calibrated, double-walled anechoic chamber where a speaker was used to present the stimuli. The volume of the speaker was set to deliver zebra finch songs at 75 dB SPL peak (B&K Sound Level Meter, RMS weighting type B, slow weighting). The speaker was placed 20 cm in front of the bird’s head.

All animal procedures were approved by Animal Care and Use Committee at UC Berkeley.

Stimulus design and stimulus recordings

Conspecific song and white noise were used as search stimuli. To estimate the STRF, we used an ensemble of unfamiliar conspecific song (Con). This song stimulus ensemble consisted of 20 adult male zebra finch songs, each of which lasted ~2 s in duration and was recorded from a different bird in a sound-attenuated chamber. We have recently shown that 20 song exemplars allow for the diversity of spectral and temporal patterns occurring in zebra finch song such that the sampling error in both the power spectrum and the modulation spectrum is minimal (Singh and Theunissen 2003). All songs were filtered between 250 and 8,000 Hz and then normalized to have identical overall mean power during the nonsilent parts of the song.

Presentation of the different songs was randomized within a trial. Two seconds of background spontaneous activity was recorded prior to the presentation of each stimulus. A random interstimulus interval with a uniform distribution between 4 and 6 s was used.

Electrophysiology and experimental protocol

Neural recordings were conducted in a sound-attenuated chamber. Single, dual (defined as 2 units), and multiunit (defined as a small cluster of 3–5 neurons based on spike shapes) spike arrival times were obtained by thresholding the extracellular voltage trace with a window discriminator. Neural recordings were assessed to correspond to single units (vs. multiunits) by the following: possessing a high signal-to-noise ratio in the recordings (amplitude signal-to-noise ratio >5), monitoring the shape of the triggered action potentials on a digital oscilloscope with trace storage, and calculating the spike autocorrelation function post hoc. All spike autocorrelation functions from the visually determined single units showed the signature depression ~0 ms from postspiking inhibition: examination of the distribution of interspike intervals (ISI) showed that the average probability of
finding ISIs < 1 ms for recording sites classified as single units was 0.5% while the expected value for Poisson neurons with same mean rates is 4.3%. The average song-driven firing rate of single unit recordings was 22.9 ± 2.4 spikes/s with an average background firing rate of 3.2 spikes/s. The recordings from the double and multiunit sites also had similar song-driven and background firing rates (double units: song-driven firing rate 20.8 ± 3.4 spikes/s, background firing rate of 2.1 spikes/s; multiunits: song-driven firing rate 20.8 ± 2.6 spikes/s, background firing rate of 3.8 spikes/s). z scores also were similar for single, dual, and multiunits [single units: z score mean = 4.35; double units: z score mean = 3.42; and multiunits: z score mean = 3.86; F(112,2) = 1.02; P = 0.36]. Given that there are no differences in mean rates and z-scores, and that the STRFs derived from single, dual, and multiunits were similar (see Table 1), we believe that most of the spikes in the dual and multiunits recordings came from a single dominant neuron. Thus we include all the data in this paper and will denote when the data are considered separately and when it is pooled.

At the end of the recording pass, two electrolytic lesions (100 µA for 5 s) 300 µm apart were made outside the auditory thalamus to allow for future recording site reconstruction.

**Histology**

At the end of the recording session, the bird was killed with an overdose of Equithesin and transcardially perfused with 0.9% saline, followed by 3.7% formalin in 0.025 M phosphate buffer. The skullcap was removed and the brain was postfixed in 30% sucrose and 3.7% formalin to prepare it for histological procedures. The brain was sliced parasagittally in 40 µm thick sections using a freezing microtome. Alternating brain sections were stained with both cresyl violet and silver stain, which were then used to visualize electrode tracks and electrolytic lesions (see Fig. 1B for a cresyl violet-stained section, showing the electrode track, nucleus, and lesion). Because the core and shell of nucleus Ov together comprise a small nucleus, it was difficult assigning with much certainty different recording sites to different parts of the nucleus. Thus we did not differentiate between anatomical subgroups when analyzing the data.

**Data analysis**

**STRF calculation.** A normalized reverse correlation analysis was used to determine the relation between the stimulus and responses. This analysis yields the STRF, a model of a neuron’s auditory tuning properties. The STRF calculation entails three steps. First, the log-intensity spectrogram of the sound stimulus (e.g., a sample of song) is cross-correlated with the average time-varying response to that stimulus obtained by averaging across the 10–14 trials to obtain the spike-triggered average. Second, the spike-triggered average is normalized by the autocorrelations of the stimulus. Third, a regularization-cross-validation procedure is used to effectively minimize the number of parameters that are fitted in the STRF estimation. Detailed descriptions of this STRF methodology are found in Theunissen et al. (2000, 2001), Woolley et al. (2005), and Gill et al. (2006).

Once the STRF is obtained, it is validated on data that were not used in the STRF calculation. The similarity between the predicted response and the actual response (PSTH), measured using noise-corrected correlation coefficients (r), provides a measure of how well the STRF captures the tuning of a neuron. The correlation coefficient was calculated after smoothing the PSTHs with a hammering window of 7 ms. The value was corrected by considering the ceiling value that could be obtained for r given the neural variability measured across trials. Neurons for which the STRF gave predictions below r = 0.2 were excluded from the analysis. The strength and the reliability of the auditory response were also quantified independently of the STRF model by estimating the coherence between a single spike train (called R) and the actual time-varying mean response (called A). One can estimate this coherence (\( \gamma^2_{AR} \)) by calculating the coherence between two PSTHs, each PSTH being composed of half the trials

\[
\gamma^2_{AR} = \frac{1 - M}{2} \left( 1 - \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 + \frac{1}{\gamma^2_{R1M1R2M2}}} \right)^{-1}
\]

Here M is the number of trials, and \( \gamma^2_{R1M1R2M2} \) is the coherence between the two half-PSTHs. The coherence, \( \gamma^2_{AR} \), measures the degree of “phase-locking” of the neural response to the sound as a function of frequency, \( \omega \). A single quantifier can be obtained by integrating over all frequencies and this number can be expressed in information units in bits/s

\[
I = \int_0^\pi \log_2[1 - \gamma^2(\omega)]d\omega
\]

More detailed descriptions of the calculations of the normalized correlation coefficient and of the response coherence and information can be found in Hsu et al. (2004b).

**Extracting tuning parameters from the STRFs.** As we did for the STRFs obtained in field L and MLd (Woolley et al. 2009), we extracted spectral and temporal tuning parameters and also the ratio of excitation to inhibition by fitting STRFs in Ov with a product of Gabor functions (Qiu et al. 2003)

\[
\text{STRF}(t,f) \approx AH(t) \cdot G(f), \text{where}
\]

where

\[
H(t) = e^{-0.5((t - t_0)/\sigma_T)^2} \cdot \cos[2\pi \cdot \Omega_T(t - t_0) + P_T] + P_{\text{null}}
\]

and

\[
G(f) = e^{-0.5((f - f_0)/\sigma_F)^2} \cdot \cos[2\pi \cdot \Omega_F(f - f_0) + P_F]
\]

(Singular value decomposition (SVD) of matrices initially decomposes the STRF into separable time and frequency functions (an example is shown in Fig. 2). The fit of the parameters describing the Gabor function is performed by minimizing the mean square error between the \( H \) and \( G \) functions obtained from the SVD and those obtained from the Gabor model. The fitted parameters for the temporal function are \( t_0 \), the temporal latency (in seconds); \( \sigma_T \), the temporal bandwidth (in seconds); \( \Omega_T \), the best temporal modulation frequency (in Hz); and \( P_T \), the temporal phase. Similarly, the fitted parameters for the spectral function are \( f_0 \), the best frequency (in Hz); \( \sigma_F \), the spectral bandwidth (in Hz); \( \Omega_F \), the best spectral modulation frequency (in cycles/Hz); and \( P_F \), the spectral phase. Here we analyzed the spectral and temporal bandwidths, the ratio of excitation to inhibition [defined as (excitatory gain − inhibitory...
gain)/(excitatory gain + inhibitory gain)] and the latency. Note that in this analysis the latency corresponds to the time point of maximum response.

CLUSTER ANALYSIS. STRFs in MLd and field L can be categorized into functional groups based on their shape (Woolley et al. 2009). These functional groups are evident by visual inspection of the data but a more quantitative and objective grouping was performed by a clustering analysis using a genetic algorithm. In this study, we did not have enough data to perform a similar quantitative grouping based on clustering methods. Instead we used both a qualitative sorting, based on visual inspection, and a new set of quantitative approaches based on the similarity between neurons in Ov and neurons in MLd and field L. Together we were able to capture the nature and diversity of Ov neurons and also compare spectrotemporal tuning across the midbrain, thalamus, and pallium (our data here is compared with the data reported in Woolley et al. 2009).

MULTIDIMENSIONAL SCALING ANALYSIS. A nonclassical multidimensional scaling (MDS) analysis was performed on the similarities between STRFs from MLd, Ov, and field L (via built-in functions in Matlab). For the purposes of both raw pair-wise comparison of STRFs and also the MDS, the distance between two STRFs was taken to be 1 minus the correlation coefficient of the coefficients of the two STRFs after optimal alignment with arbitrary, wrap-around frequency shifts and with latency shifts ≤10 ms. We then performed statistics on both the original distances and the MDS distances. The objective of MDS is to represent data where we know the pairwise distances between points in a low-dimensional space. Generally, the original distances will have to be altered somewhat to fit in the lower-dimensional representation; MDS strives to minimize the distortion of the true inter-point distances while representing all points in the low-dimensional space. We projected neurons from MLd, Ov, and field L onto a two-dimensional (2D) manifold using MDS, respecting as much as possible the pairwise interneuron distances. The residual
stress of the MDS (i.e., the mean discrepancy between the true distances and those of the reduced MDS plot) was 17%, so a 2D plot gives a fairly good rough idea of how these neurons are grouped functionally.

In this MDS space, the variation of neurons was characterized in two ways: using the raw SDs of the points from MLd, Ov, and field L and using a Mahalanobis measure of the separation between STRFs from these brain areas. To obtain statistics about the difference between these areas, we used a bootstrap technique where we resampled (with replacement) 10,000 times from the data distribution.

**ENSEMBLE MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTION (EMTF) ANALYSIS.** To supplement the MDS measure of the diversity of tuning, we also characterized the range and distribution of the peak gain in the modulation transfer functions (MTFs) of all neurons in MLd, Ov, and field L. Peak modulation tuning gains were determined by taking the amplitude of the 2D Fourier transform of the STRF to represent the STRF in the modulation tuning space (Kowalski et al. 1996; Qiu et al. 2003; Theunissen et al. 2004; Woolley et al. 2005). The temporal modulation and spectral modulation at the peak gain are also good estimates of the best temporal modulation (BTM: best temporal modulation) and the best spectral modulation (BSM: best spectral modulation) of the neuron. These values are very similar to the Ωs and Ωp, obtained from fitting the STRF with Gabor functions (see Fig. 2).

**RESULTS**

The goals of this study were one, to investigate whether the neural code in the auditory thalamus in songbirds can be interpreted in terms of a hierarchical model of sensory processing, or in terms of the more classic relay nucleus theory of primary thalamic processing; and two, to understand Ov’s role in processing complex natural sounds. To do so, we will directly compare our data obtained in Ov to the data obtained in MLd, Ov, and field L. Peak modulation tuning gains were determined by taking the amplitude of the 2D Fourier transform of the STRF to represent the STRF in the modulation tuning space (Kowalski et al. 1996; Qiu et al. 2003; Theunissen et al. 2004; Woolley et al. 2005). The temporal modulation and spectral modulation at the peak gain are also good estimates of the best temporal modulation (BTM: best temporal modulation) and the best spectral modulation (BSM: best spectral modulation) of the neuron. These values are very similar to the Ωs and Ωp, obtained from fitting the STRF with Gabor functions (see Fig. 2).

Given that in zebra finches Ov is a tiny nucleus deep in the brain, obtaining neural recordings were difficult. We were able to record from 59 recording sites in nucleus Ov from 11 birds. Five of these recording sites’ responses and their corresponding STRFs are shown both in Figs. 2 and 3. As observed in the raster plots of Fig. 3, neurons in Ov generally have high background firing rates and high stimulus-driven firing rates and can have bursty or variable responses. Across the population of recorded single units, we found that Ov neurons had both higher firing rates and more variability in their auditory responses than in both MLd and field L. The average stimulus-driven firing rates (SR) for single units were: SR = 9.1 ± 6.3 spikes/s for MLd, SR = 23 ± 16 spikes/s for Ov; and SR = 10.7 ± 6.5 spikes/s for field L; [F(2,301) = 39.06; P < 10⁻⁴]. The background rate (BR) was also significantly higher in Ov [MLd: BR = 0.15 ± 0.46 spikes/s; Ov: BR = 3.25 ± 4.05 spikes/s; field L: BR = 0.62 ± 1.39 spikes/s; F(2,301) = 46.71, P < 10⁻⁴]. We also assessed the reliability of the auditory evoked responses (also loosely referred to as phase-locking) by estimating the coherence between single spike trains and an estimate of the average time-varying mean firing rate. The average coherence can then be expressed as an information number in bits/s (see Hsu et al. 2004b). Neurons with a time-varying neural response that is significantly modulated by sound features and that show a high degree of spike timing reliability will have high information values. In comparison with MLd and field L, neurons in Ov had the lowest information values (Info): Info = 45.4 ± 46.2 bits/s for MLd;

**Auditory responses in Ov**

 Given that in zebra finches Ov is a tiny nucleus deep in the brain, obtaining neural recordings were difficult. We were able to record from 59 recording sites in nucleus Ov from 11 birds. Five of these recording sites’ responses and their corresponding STRFs are shown both in Figs. 2 and 3. As observed in the raster plots of Fig. 3, neurons in Ov generally have high background firing rates and high stimulus-driven firing rates and can have bursty or variable responses. Across the population of recorded single units, we found that Ov neurons had both higher firing rates and more variability in their auditory responses than in both MLd and field L. The average stimulus-driven firing rates (SR) for single units were: SR = 9.1 ± 6.3 spikes/s for MLd, SR = 23 ± 16 spikes/s for Ov; and SR = 10.7 ± 6.5 spikes/s for field L; [F(2,301) = 39.06; P < 10⁻⁴]. The background rate (BR) was also significantly higher in Ov [MLd: BR = 0.15 ± 0.46 spikes/s; Ov: BR = 3.25 ± 4.05 spikes/s; field L: BR = 0.62 ± 1.39 spikes/s; F(2,301) = 46.71, P < 10⁻⁴]. We also assessed the reliability of the auditory evoked responses (also loosely referred to as phase-locking) by estimating the coherence between single spike trains and an estimate of the average time-varying mean firing rate. The average coherence can then be expressed as an information number in bits/s (see Hsu et al. 2004b). Neurons with a time-varying neural response that is significantly modulated by sound features and that show a high degree of spike timing reliability will have high information values. In comparison with MLd and field L, neurons in Ov had the lowest information values (Info): Info = 45.4 ± 46.2 bits/s for MLd;
Info = 27.2 ± 44.3 bits/s for Ov; and Info = 32.0 ± 34.2 bits/s for field L \( [F(2,326) = 5.30, P = 0.005] \). Therefore both in terms of firing rates and variability, neurons in Ov cannot be considered as having intermediate response properties between those in MLD and field L.

**STRF types in the auditory thalamus**

We estimated the STRF from the responses to 20 different conspecific songs for all 59 recording sites in our data set. Of these 59 STRFs, 54 gave predictions above \( r = 0.2 \) and therefore were included in our analysis. We then visually classified the STRFs based on their specific spectrotemporal patterns and using the nomenclature that we used previously to describe auditory tuning and function in MLD and field L (see Woolley et al. 2009). Of the 54 neurons, 9 neurons had STRFs that were too complex and idiosyncratic to be assigned to one particular functional class (see Fig. 3 for an exemplar complex or unclassified STRF). The remaining 45 neurons belonged to three major functional groups (see Fig. 4): narrowband (NB), broadband (BB), and frequency sweep neurons (FS).

As in field L and MLD (see Woolley et al. 2009), the STRFs of the NB neurons in Ov were characterized by very narrow frequency tuning and generally fast temporal tuning. The NB neurons could be further subcategorized into narrowbantemporal neurons (NB-T: 10/45) and narrowband-spectral neurons (NB-S: 13/45). The NB-T neurons were characterized by a rapid succession along the temporal dimension of positive and negative gain making them sensitive to sound onsets at a particular frequency. This temporally sharp subgroup of narrowband neurons were also commonly found in both MLD and field L (Woolley et al. 2009). Mean best frequencies (BF) estimated from the STRF (\( f_0 \) in Eq. 1) for NB-T type neurons were similar in MLD and Ov but were significantly different between field L and the lower areas of Ov and MLD [BF = 4.01 ± 1.43 kHz for MLD; BF = 4.07 ± 1.06 kHz for Ov; BF = 2.01 ± 0.53 kHz for field L; \( t(32) = -0.104, P = 0.917 \) for MLD and Ov comparison; \( t(17) = 5.431, P < 0.001 \) for Ov and field L comparison; \( t(33) = 4.287, P < 0.001 \) for MLD and field L comparison]. NB-T neurons in all three areas had similar mean spectral and temporal bandwidths (\( \sigma_f \) and \( \sigma_t \) in Eq. 1): \( \sigma_f = 0.39 ± 0.24 \) kHz in MLD; \( \sigma_f = 0.37 ± 0.19 \) kHz in Ov; and \( \sigma_f = 0.22 ± 0.07 \) kHz in field L; \( [F(2,41) = 1.30, P = 0.28] \); \( \sigma_t = 3.7 ± 1.4 \) ms in MLD; \( \sigma_t = 3.3 ± 0.9 \) ms in Ov; and \( \sigma_t = 4.6 ± 2 \) ms in field L; \( [F(2,41) = 2.25, P = 0.11] \). The NB-S neurons in Ov were similar to NB-T neurons with the additional property that their STRFs revealed inhibitory sidebands in the spectral dimension. NB-S neurons were not found in MLD but were observed in both Ov and field L. Similar best frequencies were found for both Ov and field L NB-S neurons [BF = 2.22 ± 1.05 kHz for Ov; BF = 1.88 ± 0.37 kHz for field L; \( t(19) = 0.889, P = 0.384 \)]. Ov and field L NB-S neurons also had similar spectral bandwidths (\( \sigma_f \) in Eq. 1): \( \sigma_f = 0.36 ± 0.16 \) kHz for Ov; \( \sigma_f = 0.23 ± 0.09 \) kHz for field L; \( t(19) = 1.96, P = 0.06 \) but the NB-S neurons in field L had longer temporal bandwidths [\( \sigma_t = 3.9 ± 0.9 \) ms for Ov; \( \sigma_t = 9.9 ± 6.4 \) ms for field L; \( t(19) = -3.36, P = 0.003 \)].

Moreover, ~80% of NB-S neurons in Ov also had inhibitory gain temporally following the area of maximum excitatory gain (as NB-T neurons), whereas none of the NB-S neurons in field L showed this temporal inhibition. We also found three neurons in Ov that had two spectrotemporally separated narrow excitatory fields in both time and frequency bands, and we called them 2Band neurons (2B: 3/45). Similar STRFs had been observed for a small subset of neurons in MLD (see Table 2) but with much wider frequency bands. Even though we did not record from any 2B neurons in field L, others have reported them in other forebrain areas and also nucleus Ov of barn owls (Perez...
The second main group consisted of the broadband neurons (BB: 10/45), defined by their broad spectral tuning. Here, unlike in the case of NB-T neurons, the BFIs for only the MLD and Ov comparisons were significantly different [BF = 3.57 ± 1.01 kHz for MLD; BF = 2.52 ± 0.81 kHz for Ov; BF = 3.15 ± 1.36 kHz for field L; t(84) = 3.426, P < 0.001 for MLD and Ov comparison; t(51) = −1.519, P = 0.134 for Ov and field L comparison; t(113) = 1.904, P = 0.059 for MLD and field L comparison]. As in MLD and field L, the temporal bandwidth of BB neurons in Ov exhibited a large amount of spread. In other words, BB neurons could be fast or slow. The mean temporal bandwidth as well as the range of temporal bandwidths within the BB neurons were similar in all three regions [σT = 2.2 ± 0.5 kHz for MLD; σT = 1.85 ± 1.6 kHz for Ov; σT = 2.18 ± 0.6 kHz for field L; F(2,124) = 2.92; P = 0.06]. As in MLD and field L, the temporal bandwidth of BB neurons in Ov exhibited a large amount of spread. In other words, BB neurons could be fast or slow. The mean temporal bandwidth as well as the range of temporal bandwidths within the BB neurons were similar in all three regions [σT = 2.2 ± 0.5 kHz for MLD; σT = 1.85 ± 1.6 kHz for Ov; σT = 2.18 ± 0.6 kHz for field L; F(2,124) = 2.92; P = 0.06].

The third main group of STRFs was characterized by excitatory tuning increases in frequency over time and thereby categorized as frequency sweeps (FS: 7/45). FS STRFs had a mean BF of 2.14 ± 0.59 kHz. Although neurons with some frequency modulation were also observed in field L (and often classified as part of the hybrid class or HY), their frequency modulation was not as pronounced (as quantified in the following text with MTFs). Finally, 9/54 neurons’ tuning was complex, a few of which consisted of multiple smeared excitatory frequency bands and a couple that were interspersed by inhibitory bands, followed by more excitatory bands. They were thereby unclassifiable into these three main categories. In Fig. 4, we show example neurons for these major types and their closest match (as determined by their similarity index) in MLD and field L.

We also wanted to compare the effectiveness of STRFs across the three nuclei: we estimated how much of the response of the neurons can be explained with the linear STFR model by calculating the correlation coefficient between the predicted response and actual response spike rate for all three nuclei. The quality of the predictions was roughly in the same range across these brain regions but the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STRFs types in MLD, Ov, and field L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MLD (Clustered = 110/137)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ov (Clustered = 45/54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field L (Clustered = 105/137)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB-T, %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BF, kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectral BW, kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal BW, ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excit-inhib ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NB-S, %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BF, kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectral BW, kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal BW, ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excit-inhib ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off, %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BF, kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectral BW, kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal BW, ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excit-inhib ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS, %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB, %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BF, kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectral BW, kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal BW, ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excit-inhib ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WB, %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BF, kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectral BW, kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal BW, ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excit-inhib ratio</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
mean differences were significant. The population of recorded Ov neurons was more linear than that recorded in MLd, which in turn was more linear than the population of recorded neurons in field L [MLd: \( r = 0.56 \pm 0.14 \); Ov: \( r = 0.65 \pm 0.14 \); field L: \( r = 0.46 \pm 0.15 \); \( F(2,326) = 34.07, \ P < 0.001 \)]. One might expect the performance of the linear model to decrease in higher sensory areas with the emergence of more complex responses. This trend is true for field L relative to MLd or Ov, but we also found higher linearity in Ov than in MLd. This discrepancy can be explained in part by the higher firing rates of Ov neurons, as compared with MLd neurons, and the fact that neurons with higher firing rates (and higher spontaneous rates) generally have more linear stimulus-response functions.

In summary, NB-T and BB neurons found in Ov were similar to those found in MLd and field L. The NB-S neurons, while absent in MLd, are present in Ov and show some similarity with the NB-S neurons in field L but are also distinct in that the Ov ones are faster and detect temporal changes. NB-S neurons in Ov could therefore be an intermediate step from NB-T neurons in MLd and NB-S neurons in field L. On the other hand, the FS neurons found in Ov could not be considered as simple linear intermediates between neurons found in MLd and field L because they show more pronounced frequency sweep tuning. We discuss this further in the DISCUSSION.

Table 2 summarizes the different STRF types across the three auditory regions, revealing that the auditory thalamus’s receptive fields show both overlap with STRFs found in the midbrain and the pallium as well as distinctive features that can be considered to be either intermediate or unique to Ov. We also report the spectral bandwidths, temporal bandwidths, and the ratio of excitatory-inhibitory bands for each class. The similarity between MLd, Ov and field L will be further quantified in the next section and the potential relevance of these STRF types for encoding vocalizations will be discussed in greater detail in the DISCUSSION.

---

**Is the auditory thalamus more similar to the auditory midbrain or pallium?**

We calculated pair-wise distances between all Ov and MLd STRFs and similarly between all Ov and field L STRFs (see Methods). For each Ov STRF, we then chose the closest MLd STRF and field L STRF. We then performed a paired t-test on these closest pair-wise distances and found that Ov STRFs matched more closely to field L STRFs than to MLd STRFs: mean difference of Ov-MLd STRFs = 0.35; median difference of Ov-MLd STRFs = 0.4; mean difference of Ov-field L STRFs = 0.33; median difference of Ov-field L STRFs = 0.32; \( t(50) = 2.48, \ P = 0.01 \). To help visualize these distances, we plot the best pair-wise similarity index (SI) for the Ov-MLd STRF comparison versus the Ov-field L STRF comparison (Fig. 5). As expected from the results of the t-test, a greater number of points lie below the unity line denoting that a greater number of Ov STRFs are similar to those found in field L than in MLd. On the same figure, we also show typical examples of STRFs of: neurons that are unique to Ov and therefore have a low SI to neurons in MLd and L (left margin); neurons that are also found in MLd and field L and therefore have high SI’s for both comparisons (right margin); and neurons found in both Ov and field L but not in MLd and therefore have a high SI for the field L comparison and a low SI for the Ov-MLd comparison (bottom margin). The example STRF that is unique to Ov shows sensitivity for frequency sweeps that is best matched (but poorly) by the simple NB-T neurons found in MLd and field L. The example STRF that can be found in all three regions is the NB-T neuron (simple BB neurons are also found in all 3 regions). The example STRF found in Ov that is similar to field L’s hybrid STRF (characterized by a combination of excitatory NB tuning in low frequencies, followed by inhibitory BB tuning) is the FS cell (but with more pronounced frequency modulation), and neither of these are found in MLd. NB-S neurons were also unique to field L and Ov.
and how they appear in the hyperplane (see METHODS). In this paper, we also performed a MDS analysis on the distances between the STRFs of all neurons from MLd, Ov, and field L together. The MDS takes a matrix of pairwise differences and plots each point in a hyperplane in such a way that it minimizes “stress,” that is the discrepancy between what the distances actually are and what they appear in the hyperplane (see METHODS). This result is statistically significant: MLd has a lower variance in the functional properties than neurons in MLd. This functional heterogeneity is evident in the spread of the points in the scatter plot (also shown by the ovals that measure 1 SD). On the other hand, Ov and field L appear to have similar spread (also shown by Gaussian-weighted points in the subpanels on the right to help visualize the density of data points in each area).

We quantified this effect by calculating the distance between STRFs (the residual stress was 17%). As seen in Fig. 6, the neurons in Ov are more diverse in their functional properties than neurons in MLd. This functional heterogeneity is evident in the spread of the points in the scatter plot (also shown by the ovals that measure 1 SD). On the other hand, Ov and field L appear to have similar spread (also shown by Gaussian-weighted points in the subpanels on the right to help visualize the density of data points in each area). This result is statistically significant: MLd has a lower variance in the MDS representation than either L (P < 0.0002; 2-tailed bootstrap with 10,000 resamplings) or Ov (P < 0.0002); however, field L and Ov have approximately the same variance (P = 0.6), which is 97% greater than that in MLd.

Additionally, one can also see from Fig. 6 that the center of the cloud of points corresponding to Ov neurons is closer to the center of points corresponding to field L neurons than to the center corresponding to MLd neurons. We can quantify this effect by calculating the distance between the centers of field L, Ov, and MLd cells in the MDS representation using either the Mahalanobis distance or the Euclidian distance in the MDS space. With the Euclidian metric, Ov and field L are 45% closer than Ov and MLd (P = 0.007, determined by bootstrap); using the Mahalanobis distance, the same discrepancy is 62% (P = 0.0002). In absolute terms, the Mahalanobis distance between Ov and field L is 0.51, between field L and MLd is 1.02 and between Ov and MLd is 1.40. The Mahalanobis distance between Ov and MLd is greater than that between field L and MLd primarily because the MDS direction along which Ov maximally varies (horizontal in Fig. 6) is nearly orthogonal to the direction separating MLd and Ov (vertical in Fig. 6). This analysis shows that Ov neurons, taken as an ensemble, are distinct from both MLd and field L but more similar to field L than to MLd neurons.

We also quantified differences in peak MTFs for all MLd, Ov, and field L units. The peak MTFs for all the data are shown in Fig. 7. Peak MTFs of STRFs from MLd tend to congregate on the temporal frequency axis between 40 and 100 Hz (also seen in the MLd subpanel of Fig. 7), a result of the high number of BB neurons with fast temporal properties found in the auditory midbrain. In contrast, neurons in Ov and field L show more tuning diversity and include many more neurons with slower temporal properties but higher spectral modulations corresponding to sharper spectral tuning (and this is quantified above). On average, peak best temporal modulation frequencies (BTM) were significantly higher in MLd than in both Ov and field L [BTM = 63.62 ± 25.17 Hz for MLd; BTM = 50.72 ± 30.94 Hz for Ov; BTM = 43.02 ± 27.49 Hz for field L; t(187) = 2.91, P = 0.003 for MLd and Ov comparison; t(190) = 1.64, P = 0.10 for Ov and field L comparison; and t(279) = 6.54, P < 0.0001 for MLd and field L comparison]. Conversely, peak best spectral modulations (BSM) were significantly lower in MLd than in both Ov and field L [BSM = 0.10 ± 0.22 1/kHz for MLd; BSM = 0.36 ± 0.44 1/kHz for Ov; BSM = 0.31 ± 0.45 1/kHz for field L; t(187) = −5.18, P < 0.0001 for MLd and Ov comparison; t(190) = 0.66, P = 0.50 for Ov and field L comparison; and t(279) = −4.77, P < 0.0001 for Ov and field L comparison].

Figure 7 also shows that there is an abundance of neurons in Ov that are tuned for intermediate temporal modulations (20–60 Hz) and intermediate spectral modulations (0.2 to 1.2 cycles/kHz; see the Ov subpanel in Fig. 7 for a clearer visual depiction). These points correspond to neurons selective for frequency sweeps. Compared with field L, neurons in Ov tuned to spectral modulations were more common at intermediate temporal modulations compared with low temporal modulations, while the opposite is true for field L neurons. We quantified this effect by analyzing the values of the temporal

FIG. 6. Projections of neurons from MLd, Ov, and field L onto a 2-dimensional manifold using multidimensional scaling (MDS), respecting as much as possible the pairwise inter-neuron distances (see METHODS). The ovals correspond to 1 SD. The subpanels to the right depict Gaussian-weighted points to help visualize the density of data points in each area.

FIG. 7. Distribution of the peaks of the modulation transfer functions of neurons in MLd, Ov, and field L (see METHODS). Each dot shows the peak of the modulation transfer function of 1 STRF in terms of BTM and BSM. Only 1 quadrant (positive spectral and temporal modulations) of data points is shown here. The subpanels to the right depict Gaussian-weighted points to help visualize the density of data points in each area.
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modulations for neurons that had spectral modulations > 0.2 cycles/kHz. For these neurons, we found an overall difference in mean temporal modulations between Ov and field L [BTM at cutoff = 49.14 ± 34.33 Hz for MLd; BTM at cutoff = 51.22 ± 22.05 Hz for Ov; BTM at cutoff = 33.10 ± 26.89 Hz for field L; \( t(38) = -0.22, P = 0.81 \) for MLd and Ov comparison; \( t(66) = 2.70, P = 0.008 \) for Ov and field L comparison; \( t(64) = 2.02, P = 0.04 \) for MLd and field L comparison]. The cutoff at 0.2 cycles/kHz (corresponding to spectral modulations with periods <5 kHz) was chosen to exclude BB neurons from this analysis (see Fig. 4 from Woolley et al. 2009). BB neurons can be tuned to fast temporal modulations, but given their large spectral bandwidth, they are not tuned for frequency sweeps.

These results, as quantified by raw pair-wise differences, MDS, and peak modulation transfer functions, are consistent with the notions that: MLd has less diversity in receptive field properties than Ov and field L; Ov and field L are more similar to each other than Ov and MLd; and neurons in Ov might show some degree of specialization that is absent in MLd and also distinct from that of field L.

**Latencies increase from midbrain to thalamus to pallium**

As expected, the mean latencies increase by a few milliseconds from MLd (7.1 ms, see Fig. 8A) to Ov (10.2 ms) to field L (13.9 ms); mean latencies are significantly different (\( P < 0.0001 \), 2-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test). The latencies of thalamorecipient subfield L2a cells (mean: 12.4 ms) are slightly shorter than those of nonL2a cells (14.9 ms), and this difference is also significant (\( P = 0.05 \), rank sum test). The mean latencies across these three nuclei along the hierarchy substantiate the expected feedforward connection, but the tails of the latency distributions (as seen in Fig. 8A) also point to a

![Figure 8](https://example.com/figure8.png)

**Fig. 8.** A: Distributions of latencies (in ms) derived from STRFs for MLd, Ov, and field L. The spread of these distributions suggests both feed forward and feed back projections are possible, since the fastest field L neurons fire before the slowest MLd neurons. B: plot of best SI of Ov STRFs to field L STRFs vs. latency (in ms) derived from Ov STRFs (top), and plot of best SI of Ov STRFs to MLd STRFs vs. latency (in ms) derived from Ov STRFs (bottom). Earlier Ov responses are more similar to MLd STRFs, whereas latter Ov responses are more similar to field L STRFs.
The STRF of any other neuron. Neurons that are more idiosyncratic and therefore less similar to important control because it shows that the effect is not simply with longer latencies (\( r^2 = 0.142, F = 7.944, P = 0.006 \)). On the other hand, that same relationship (or more precisely to the same significant degree) is not found when Ov neurons are compared with field L neurons (where the correlation is not significant, \( r^2 = 0.042, F = 2.149, P = 0.149 \)). This is an important control because it shows that the effect is not simply due to the fact that longer latency neurons have more complex neurons that are more idiosyncratic and therefore less similar to the STRF of any other neuron.

**Discussion**

The avian auditory thalamic nucleus, Ov, is situated downstream of the auditory midbrain nucleus, MLd, and upstream of the auditory pallial region, field L, in the ascending auditory processing stream. Some of the response properties of Ov neurons such as latency reflect this intermediate position. The analysis of Ov auditory receptive fields also showed a fraction of neurons have STRFs either preserved from those found in MLd or intermediate between those found in MLd and field L. However, Ov also exhibits unique response properties as well as a diverse set of complex STRFs. For instance, Ov neurons have higher firing rates and higher neuronal variability than do either MLd or field L neurons. The range and complexity of Ov STRFs are also more similar to those found in the pallium than in the midbrain, and they also exhibit some unique features, in that Ov has a higher proportion of neurons with sensitivity for frequency sweeps.

**Different STRF types in Ov encode for distinct features of vocalizations**

The STRF, as the best linear model that transforms any time-varying stimulus into a prediction of the firing rate of a neuron, can help explain some of the encoding properties of complex auditory neurons for a subset of specialized sounds, such as vocalizations. Because we wanted to understand both the role of the auditory thalamus in processing complex sounds and its role in the hierarchical auditory processing stream, we visually classified Ov neurons according to their joint spectrotemporal properties and used similar functional divisions and nomenclature as we did for neurons in MLd and field L, as in Woolley et al. 2009. The STRFs of Ov neurons could be classified into three major types, namely NB and BB neurons (also observed in MLd and field L) and FS neurons (relatively abundant in Ov, although a few present in field L as well). Within each group, some tuning properties vary continuously, and these differences could have further significance in terms of coding sound features. For instance, in the BB group, the slower neurons are good at encoding the amplitude envelope, a sound feature important for timbre, while the faster BB neurons are good onset encoders, a sound feature important for following the rhythm of the song. However, Ov also exhibits unique response properties as well as a diverse set of complex STRFs. For instance, Ov neurons have higher firing rates and higher neuronal variability than do either MLd or field L neurons. The range and complexity of Ov STRFs are also more similar to those found in the pallium than in the midbrain, and they also exhibit some unique features, in that Ov has a higher proportion of neurons with sensitivity for frequency sweeps.

**Role of the auditory thalamus in transmitting auditory information from the midbrain to the pallium**

The classic view of the primary sensory thalamic nuclei has been one of a simple relay center, where basic sensory information from the midbrain is relayed with fidelity to the cortex (Bilgake-Kunz et al. 1987; Sherman and Guillery 2002). Recent studies however have built a more complex and nuanced view of the sensory thalamus (Hu 2003; Sherman 2005, 2007). In the visual system, it is still thought that the primary thalamic nucleus of the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) relays similar receptive fields from retinal input to the visual cortex (in the...
more classical sense), but this drive/relay information is modulated by cortical feedback to possibly improve the saliency of specific sensory stimuli or by modulatory nonretinal synapses related to behavioral state, including attention (Alitto and Usrey 2003; Kimura et al. 2005; Sherman 2001; Sherman and Guillery 2002; Zhang and Yan 2008). However, it is at the thalamo-cortical synapse that center-surround LGN receptive fields combine to form novel and distinct simple cell responses in V1 (see Hubel and Weisel 1998).

The emerging picture of the computations occurring at the midbrain, thalamic and cortical/pallial levels in the auditory system is a very different one compared with the visual system. First, studies investigating the transformation of the receptive fields at the midbrain-thalamic synapse in the mammalian auditory system have been sparse (see Eggermont 2001 review), and what is known comes mainly from sound localization studies. It is thought that the IC and the auditory thalamus are already quite sophisticated in processing sounds as revealed by the emergence of various space maps at these levels in both mammals and barn owls (Knudsen and Konishi 1978; Schnupp and King 1997; Yan and Suga 1996), which are further processed in higher processing centers. Two distinct pathways are implicated in processing auditory spatial signals in the avian brain: the forebrain (or pallial) pathway (IC – Ov – field L) and the midbrain pathway IC – ICx. The spatially tuned neurons in Ov: respond to localization cues without any apparent topographic mapping of these cues within the nucleus, in contrast to the midbrain pathway (Proctor and Konishi 1997); respond to lower frequencies and are more broadly tuned to interaural time differences (ITD) than in ICx (Perez and Pena 2006; Vonderschen and Wagner 2009); respond to a broader frequency range and their ITD and interaural level differences (ILD) tuning varies more across frequency (Perez et al. 2009) in contrast to the frequency independent ITD tuning of space-specific neurons in ICx neurons (Perez and Pena 2006). These differences found in the midbrain and pallial pathways demonstrate that all of the auditory midbrain (i.e., ICx) and thalamus do not appear to repeat exactly the same processing.

And unlike in the visual system with significant transformations occurring at the LGN-V1 synapse, studies in the mammalian auditory system have shown either incremental or moderate transformations across auditory thalamocortical synapses: there is a temporal slowing of responses in auditory cortex as compared with the auditory thalamus (Creutzfeldt et al. 1980); some properties and receptive fields are propagated with great fidelity while others are significantly transformed or generated intracortically (Miller et al. 2001); and finally, MGB neurons are able to synchronize to periodic clicks at repetition rates significantly higher than auditory cortex neurons, whereas nonsynchronized MGB responses typically occur at higher repetition rates than those observed in the auditory cortex (Bartlett and Wang 2007).

Few neurophysiological studies have probed Nucleus Ov in songbirds and studied its role in processing natural sounds [however, some early work can be found in Bigalke-Kunz et al. (1987); Durand et al. (1992); Ströhmann et al. (1994); and Lei and Mooney (2010) manipulated singing-related activity of feedback-sensitive Ov neurons and found that it triggered vocal plasticity]. In this study, we investigated whether the classic view of the first order relay station (where the receptive fields in the thalami are similar to the ones in the midbrain in the mammalian visual system) or whether the incremental feedforward model for the sensory thalamus (where distinct information is processed along the tecto-thalamo-telecephalic pathway, would hold true for the avian auditory thalamus processing vocalizations (as in the case of spatial receptive fields in barn owls). Recent work examining and comparing the range of response types at the level of the midbrain and the primary auditory pallium (Woolley et al. 2009) found that neurons in field L make a more heterogeneous group than those in MLd. On the other hand, some of the major functional groups found in MLd were also found in field L, indicating either a preservation or regeneration of similar tuning. Thus as auditory information progresses through the auditory processing stream, both the preservation of tuning and the generation of novel, more complex tuning occurs.

Here the STRFs derived from the auditory thalamus of zebra finches similarly reveal not only a preservation of the types of receptive fields inherited from the midbrain but also a generation of novel STRF types: the NB-S and FS neurons. We can therefore easily rule out the model that suggests that the first order sensory thalamus acts as a simple classic relay station (model A of Fig. 9). NB-S neurons in Ov can be interpreted as having intermediate tuning between the NB-T neurons found in MLd and the NB-S neurons in field L. Ov’s NB-S neurons then allow for the possibility of the transformation schematized in model B in Fig. 9, where a linear scaling or sum of inputs

---

**FIG. 9.** Schematics of receptive fields (each denoted by a different symbol and color) at the midbrain, thalamic, and pallial levels, and 4 putative models of how these receptive fields are generated. A: classical view of the thalamus as a relay station in a hierarchical model. B: thalamus as an intermediate processing station in a linear processing chain. C: thalamus as an intermediate processing station in a complex hierarchical model. D: thalamus involved in a recurrent (feedforward and feedback) network model. Our data rejects Model A.

**STRFs IN NUCLEUS OVOIDALIS IN ZEBRA FINCHES**
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generates more complex receptive fields at each subsequent processing level. On the other hand, it is more difficult to demonstrate how FS neurons could be simple intermediaries between neurons found in MLd and field L. FS neural tuning could emerge from a linear combination of NB neurons from MLd but with particular delays introduced to generate a sweep-sensitive cell. Or FS neurons (along with other complexitytuned neurons) might result from circuitry that performs not only delayed linear operations but also nonlinear computations to generate more complex feature detectors, as schematized in model C in Fig. 9. In future studies, we plan on modeling Ov neurons using MLd STRFs as a basis set and similarly model field L neurons using Ov STRFs as a basis set. This analysis would allow us to determine more precisely the importance of delay lines and nonlinearities in the feed forward circuitry.

Our latency data (Fig. 8A) show the presence of some neurons with relatively long latencies, leaving open the possibility that hypothalamic input or cortical feedback plays a role even in the initial response to sounds as observed in the STRF. A more complete circuitry diagram for explaining these responses might therefore have to include a recurrent network architecture as schematized in model D in Fig. 9. In support of this model, we also found that earlier Ov responses are more similar to MLd STRFs (due to fast feedforward connections) and latter Ov responses are more similar to field L STRFs, allowing for the possibility of modulatory feedback from field L (see Fig. 8B). Anatomical studies have confirmed indirect feedback from field L via the HVC shelf, the RA (the robust-nucleus of the arcopallium) cup, and the Ov shell (see Fig. 1) that could further shape response properties of Ov neurons (Mello et al. 1998; Vates et al. 1996; Zeng et al. 2004). Cheng and Peng (1997) have also reported connections from the Ov shell to the anterior and posterior medial hypothalamus with reciprocal connections to Ov proper. Ov also receives input from the dorsal and ventrolateral lemniscal nuclei (shown in pigeons by Wild 1987 but not demonstrated in songbirds yet) that is also thought to mediate limbic function, although these secondary inputs from the hypothalamus and lemniscal nuclei are not as robust as those from the primary midbrain input of MLd. Thus even though it is not possible to rule out that the new types of STRFs observed in Ov emerge from projections from somewhere else than MLd, we hypothesize as in the visual system, that these secondary inputs perform more modulatory or limbic functions (i.e., memory) and that the primary midbrain input of MLd is driving the receptive field formation. However, this needs to be further tested, and obtaining receptive fields in the awake bird (and reversible inactivation studies) will further elucidate the direct role of feedback and limbic connections in shaping Ov responses.

Unique role for the avian auditory thalamus in processing vocalizations?

Given the differences in STRFs between Ov and field L (i.e., NB-S neurons with shorter temporal bandwidths) and the complexity observed in Ov (i.e., more pronounced and prevalent FS cells), an intriguing possibility arises where Ov plays a unique role in processing vocalizations independent of downstream auditory areas such as field L. For example, it is possible that as Ov processes a bird’s call amid other environmental sounds, FS-type cells in Ov activate and send this information to the hypothalamus which in turn inhibits Ov proper to possibly block noncall or nonsong auditory inputs to enhance species-specific call effects (as suggested by Cheng and Peng 1997). Indeed the importance of Ov in processing certain behaviorally-relevant auditory information has been shown in the parrot, where the presentation of contact calls leads to a rapid expression of mRNA for the different subunits of the N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor in Ov (Brauth et al. 2007). Finally, Ov appears to be the main source of auditory information to the ventral paleostriatum (VP), which in turn might provide modulatory cholinergic input to the song nuclei HVC and RA, thereby indirectly influencing the processing of the bird’s own song as well (Li et al. 1999; but also see Akutagawa and Konishi 2005). These findings are interesting but do not yet provide a definite answer as to whether Ov plays a unique role in processing vocalizations. Further experiments involving chronic recordings in different behavioral contexts and potentially with reversible inactivation of field L are required to further elucidate the function of Ov in this complex auditory circuit.

In summary, our data and analyses support a different view of the primary sensory thalamus than even the one regarded as the more nuanced one by the field in recent years. The emerging picture is that of the primary sensory thalamus playing a more substantial role than previously thought in building a high-level and somewhat distinct auditory representation of complex sounds from simpler acoustic features or components inherited from lower auditory centers (Winer et al. 2005). The avian auditory thalamus might also play a unique role in the recognition and the gating of behaviorally relevant sounds.
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